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SPLASHBAG
According to interviews carried out at construction sites,
SPLASHBAG has already won generous plaudits from
construction workers for its ability to resist rain and
moisture when used to package cement. The construction
workers surveyed were particularly impressed that the
bag shrugs off rain and remains strong and easy to handle
even under damp conditions.
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More resistance to rain.
Better protection against humidity.
Cleaner construction sites.

Your key benefits

Areas of application

–– Ideal for rainy conditions during transit
or on site
–– Moisture-resistant for longer shelf life
–– Cleaner bags
–– Cost and time savings
–– Filling speeds match those of standard
paper bags
–– Sustainable packaging solution

SPLASHBAG can be adapted to any industry:
–– Cement
–– Building materials
–– Food / animal feed / seeds
–– Pet food and care
–– Pharmaceuticals
–– Chemicals
–– Minerals

Mondi Industrial Bags GmbH
Marxergasse 4A I 1030 Vienna I Austria
T: +43 1 790 13 0
F: +43 1 790 13 964
info.bags@mondigroup.com
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RAINRESISTANT
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SPLASHBAG

Best solu tion in
the m_arket.

Stronger and more water repellent than you expect.
What is a SPLASHBAG?

Improved version of SPLASHBAG.

In touch with customers’ needs. Every day.
Standard paper bags for packaging cement and other
powdery products are vulnerable to rain. To tackle the
issue, Mondi has developed an innovative rain-resistant
bag particularly suitable for sensitive powdery goods, like
cement and building materials. SPLASHBAG is designed to
absorb less moisture than conventional bags.

Its outer ply of Mondi ADVANTAGE PROTECT sack kraft
paper, has a water-repellent surface and is formulated
to keep high tensile strength even in a wet environment
preventing rupture. It also helps prevent moisture ingress if
conditions are damp or humid during storage, like on a wet
construction site.

ADVANTAGE
PROTECT

Our target is to improve quality and constantly offer our
customers the latest developments and improvements.
Therefore, we worked on improving the bag and making
it even stronger, also compared to the other similar market
solutions. The results of intensive development shows
a reduction in the Cobb60 value by 30% versus standard
sack kraft paper and have indicated that SPLASHBAG is
resistant to rain for six hours. Cobb60 tests measure the
amount of water in grammes absorbed into the paper over
60 s/m2.

Best in
class

SPLASHBAG

2h

SPLASHBAG
SPLASHBAG

4h

INNER LAYER OF
SACK KRAFT PAPER

SPLASHBAG

Even after six hours of direct exposure to rain or storage in
wet environments for a whole working week, SPLASHBAG
can be moved, handled and emptied without any difficulties.

Ply and dry

The bag’s breakage rates are significantly reduced,
leading to genuine cost savings: fewer broken bags
translate to lower vehicle and site clean-up costs,
fewer trips from warehouse to site as well as time
savings for logistics and site managers.

NEW SPLASHBAG

Outer ply made of Advantage Protect kraft paper
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SPLASHBAG

Other market
solutions

6h

By contrast, the standard bag absorbs the water, weakens
as a result and may potentially rupture if exposed to
extremely wet conditions. For example, the wet tensile
strength of ADVANTAGE PROTECT in a grammage
of 80 g/m2 is three times higher than that of standard sack
kraft paper.

SPLASHBAG

Extended storage in damp
environments without breakage

REPELLANCY

SPLASHBAG’s water-resistive properties are immediately
apparent in side-by-side visual testing versus standard
paper cement bags (test conditions simulating direct
exposure to rain). Water gathers on the bag’s surface
without being absorbed and then evaporates over a period
of several minutes, leaving the bag essentially dry.

SPLASHBAG

2015 SPLASHBAG

200%
MORE WATER-

PERFORATED
PE FILM

Moreover, it resists moisture ingress and can be stored on
wet environments, not one, but five days!

2015 SPLASHBAG was resistant to direct rain exposure
for 2h, the new improved SPLASHBAG is now resitant to
rain for 6 hours, whereas other market solutions offer rainresistant bags for only 4h.

The bag’s excellent moisture resistance can also mean
better protection of the filling good if conditions are damp
or humid at the warehouse.
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